2000 ford explorer turn signal relay location

The flasher in the Ford car is easy to find under the dash. The flasher is only one part that may
go bad in the turn signal circuit. Other parts that you should check are the fuses Ford car the
circuit and the four turn signal bulbs. Many times, having a burned-out bulb in one of the
positions is enough to make the circuit not behave properly. Check the fuses for the turn
signals and make sure the fuses aren't blown and that is the reason they aren't working. You
can save yourself a lot of time and expense by checking for a blown fuse first. If the fuse is
blown, replace it and check the turn signal once more. Find the turn signal and hazard flasher
relay. In the Ford F-series trucks, the flasher relay works both the turn signal and hazard lights.
Look under the dash near the steering wheel under the instrument panel. It is difficult to see
when it is in its position, but you can get at it if you slide it out or unscrew the cap that is over it.
There are two relay looking devices next to each other. One is black and smaller than the other,
which is blue. The blue one is the one you want and has five pins on the connector end.
Remove the flasher and relay and get a replacement at the dealer or auto parts store. Reattach
the blue flasher and relay to its position and start the truck. Check the turn signals and hazard
lights to make sure they operate correctly. Turn the Ranger's engine off. Remove the keys from
its ignition, and make sure all electrical devices are switched off. Remove the cover from the
fuse panel located on the side of the dashboard to the left of the steering wheel. Locate the
relay in the slot numbered " Remove the fuse puller from the cover. Pull out the old relay, and
install the new relay in its place using the accompanied fuse puller. Place the cover back onto
the fuse panel. Turn on the hazard lights and walk around the Taurus, checking that all four turn
signal lights are working. If any of them are not working, replace the bulbs. A non-working bulb
in any of the turn signals will often make the turn signals appear that a flasher is going bad.
Locate the fuse box and check the fuses for the turn signals. There may be more than one.
Replace any fuses that are blown and then recheck the turn signals again. If they still aren't
working properly, then move on to replace the flasher. Look for a round, silver-colored object
near the fuse box. Put your finger on the object and turn on the turn signal. You should be able
to feel a mechanical clicking as the turn signal blinks. This is the flasher. Pull the silver flasher
out of the socket and replace it with the new one. Each of the flashers should have two pins
sticking out of the bottom side. Start the Taurus and recheck the turn signals to ensure that
they work. Check the fuses under the dash for any lines that control the turn signals. Examine
the fuses and replace any that are bad. Start the Explorer and turn on the hazard lights. Walk
around the SUV and take note of any lights that appear to be dead. Turn off the Explorer and
replace any of the turn lights that were bad. Recheck the turn signals again and see if one of
these two things fixed the turn signal problem. If not, then gather the supplies you will need to
change the relay. Look under the steering column and locate the fuse box. The fuse box is
under the plastic kick panel. Under the panel is a yellow case that holds the turn signal relay.
Test that this is the relay by turning it on and placing a finger on the relay. You should be able
to feel the relay clicking. Pull the relay from the socket and plug a new one back in. Reattach the
kick panel and start the Explorer. Locate the relay cluster in your Ford Focus. Depending on the
year model, it's in one of two places. It's either on the bottom underside of the steering column
or on the left, driver's side foot well. Use a flathead screwdriver to remove the fuse panel from
the foot well or the underneath panel below the steering column. Be careful not to use too much
pressure when you pry the panel open. There should be a small indentation, which makes
opening the panel with a screwdriver much easier. Find the turn signal relay and pull it out of
the relay box. Make certain that you remove it carefully, as you can damage the other relays and
fuses near it. In the Ford Focus, the turn signal relay is on the right side about two or three
places down from the top of the box depending on the year model. Put the new turn signal relay
into the space occupied by the old one. It will only fit one way, so you need not worry about
placing it in the wrong way. Check to make sure the turn signal works before you replace the
relay panel. Replace the relay panel and verify it's securely closed. Items you will need
Replacement 7. Items you will need Replacement flasher Replacement fuses Replacement
bulbs. Items you will need Replacement turn signal relay Replacement bulbs Replacement fuse.
Items you will need Turn signal relay Flat-head screwdriver. OJ answered 7 years ago. With the
lack of info supplied, maybe the flasher is on federal assistance. No need to work. If your turn
signal indicator is blinking in the instrument panel but you have no light in the rear you have a
bad bulb. I fix my own car and other peoples cars, and my father was a mechanic for 18 yrs.
Alan answered 5 years ago. The flasher is under the steering wheel on the left side Ones I have
seen are large and yellow, blue or black. To get at it is easier if you remove lower plastic and
metal panel behind plastic one. I think there are smaller related relays under the hood in a large
fuse box on operators side. GuruCW2X9 answered 2 years ago. Guru9ZV3WD answered 2
months ago. Everything works on my radio, but it wont show what station it is on. Any help will
be good. Anyone know the location of the turn signal flasher on a ford crown victoria? Crashed

my truck my driver side turn signal wires touched now my tail insights don't work And is I have
a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
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Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. Asked by Wiki User. Ford Explorer 's utilize a Multifunction Switch on the turn signal stalk,
but the flasher relay location depends on the year. Either under the steering column remove
lower plastic shroud or under hood with other fuses, links, and relays, inside a rectangular
plastic enclosure. If you've bought the new relay, you'll know what you're looking for. The turn
signal flasher on a Ford Explorer is under the dash on the driver's side. This vehicle has two
flasher units, one for the turn signals and one for the hazard lights. They are next to each other.
Most likely turn signal flasher. Almost a billion. The flasher relay and turn signal relay are
located under the instrument panel near the steering column. According to my Haynes repair
manual , the turn signal and hazard flasher relays are located under the instrument panel to the
right of the steering column. Where is the turn signal flasher relay placed on a Ford Falcon EL?
In your fuse panel - under dash - drivers side. The Ford E1 50 turn signal flasher can be found
beneath the drivers side dashboard. The turn signal flasher relay will be above the brake pedal. I
believe the turn signal and hazard flashers are in the fuse box on to Ford Explorers. The Ford
Taurus turn signal flasher relay switch is located beneath the drivers side dashboard. The turn
signal flasher relay switch will be above the brake pedal. According to my Haynes repair
manual, to models, the turn signal and four way flasher relays are located under the instrument
panel to the right of the steering column. The turn signal flasher on a ford f is under the dash. It
is right beside of the steering column. The Ford F2 50 pickup truck turn signal flasher unit is
located behind the drivers side dashboard. The turn signal flasher unit will be near the back of
the speedometer. Bulb 2. Fuse 3. Flasher 4. Turn Signal Lever. On a Ford Bronco the turn signal
flasher is plugged in to the fuse box. Tutn signal flasher is located on the steering column.
Revove the cover that is located between the steering wheel and the instrument panel. The
Flasher is yellow. I did not have to replace mine, some wires were loose. Ask Question. Ford
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Multiply. The air conditioner uses high-amperage wiring, which could be dangerous if wired into
the cab of the Explorer. Instead, the air conditioner uses a relay--a remote switch. The wiring
from the air conditioner control switch inside the vehicle carries less than 20 amps and grounds
the relay to activate the air compressor. The wiring on the other side of the relay handles about
amps. Open the cover of the relay box under the hood of the Ford Explorer by pressing the
plastic retainers in and lifting the cover off the relays. The cover of the relay box has a diagram
showing which relay is the fan relay. The relay can only be inserted one way, so do not force it if
it will not snap into place. Cayden Conor has been writing since She has been published on
several websites and in the winter issue of "QECE. She has an Associate of Science paralegal
from Manchester Community College and studied computer science, criminology and education
at University of Tampa. Step 1 Open the cover of the relay box under the hood of the Ford
Explorer by pressing the plastic retainers in and lifting the cover off the relays. Step 2 Pull the
fan relay out of the box using the pliers. Things You'll Need Pliers. Skip to main content Menu.
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